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ABSTRACT
Public transparency has become increasingly important to uphold
trust in government agencies and private companies alike, e.g., by
establishing police accountability and proving abiding to ethical
supply chain practices. Oftentimes, however, this public interest
conflicts with the need for confidentiality of ongoing processes. In
this paper, we investigate these sensitive-disclosure scenarios and
the requirements for technical solutions to support the data dis-
semination in these scenarios. We identify translucent blockchains
as a promising building block to provide transparency in sensitive-
disclosure scenarios with fine-granular access control.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Blockchains have previously gained traction for general-purpose
data-management applications due to their immutability, which
helps establish transparency and accountability among mutually
distrusting entities. Currently, blockchain systems are either per-
missionless or permissioned, promising full transparency to anybody
or confining the access to the blockchain to selected participants,
respectively. However, there is an increasingly important class of
scenarios not covered by these designs at the moment: These are
scenarios where transparency to the public is eventually desirable,
but full transparency is counter-productive. For instance, exchang-
ing information about ongoing developments regarding security
vulnerabilities is crucial for effective responses and the public has
a warranted interest to be informed in a timely manner about inci-
dents affecting them [9]. However, full transparency to the public
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can backfire, as cybercriminals could be informed early as well and
adopt their strategies accordingly. We refer to such scenarios as
sensitive-disclosure scenarios, as transparent disclosure to the public
is generally desirable, but extra precautions have to be taken to
prevent negative consequences.

In this paper, we give an abstract characterization of sensitive-
disclosure scenarios (Section 2). We then introduce the concept
of translucent blockchains as a special type of permissioned block-
chains with fine-granular policies for defining public accessibility
of blockchain information (Section 3). Afterward, we show how
translucent blockchains can be integrated into processes for han-
dling sensitive-disclosure scenarios by discussing example use cases
ranging from document unsealing to whistleblowing (Section 4).
For our framework, we assume that the nodes maintaining a translu-
cent blockchain can be trusted to follow these policies; however,
we also discuss potential measures for restricting the possible mis-
behavior by single nodes (Section 5). Finally, we discuss related
work (Section 6) before concluding this paper (Section 7).

Overall, translucent blockchains have the potential to become a
suitable building block to address sensitive-disclosure scenarios.

2 SENSITIVE DISCLOSURE SCENARIOS
In this section, we first give our intuition behind sensitive-disclosure
scenarios and then specify criteria suitable for identifying them
within larger processes.

Sensitive-disclosure scenarios are fundamentally characterized
by an inherent tension between warranted public interest and the
need for (partial) confidentiality, as experts have to share data in
a timely manner. Oftentimes, this tensed information asymmetry
can be alleviated by introducing a time-based component: While
the public should eventually be able to inspect all data, it can be tol-
erated when details are withheld for a time when the withholding
can be legitimized by preventing negative consequences. Addition-
ally, the information asymmetry can be modeled by adjusting the
granularity of (immediately) published data, i.e., only relevant high-
level data or aggregates can be released to the public immediately.
Finally, the information asymmetry can be subject to spontaneous
change based on unforeseen developments, such as large lawsuits
of public interest, new regulation, or shifts in the public interest.

In summary, the following criteria should be given for sensitive-
disclosure scenarios.

Public Interest. At the core of sensitive-disclosure scenarios
lies a warranted interest by a large portion of the general public to
access information that is otherwise considered confidential. Full
access might not be relevant, but eventually the relevant documents
have to be publishable to hold the relevant parties accountable.
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Figure 1: Translucent blockchains implement fine-granular
and time-constraint access policies.

Degrading and Partial Confidentiality.While the requested
information is considered confidential, the public interest can be
accommodated by a delayed or partial release. Partial releases can
either consist of aggregates, such as relevant statistical data, or by
releasing partially redacted documents.

Negotiable Disclosure. The exact means for public disclosure
are defined and enforced by an authorized group of deciders. In
addition to specific and publicly documented conditions for the dis-
closure of documents, these deciders must also be able to negotiate
these conditions to react to new developments.

Based on this general framework, we now present the concept
of translucent blockchains as a suitable technical building block for
handling sensitive-disclosure scenarios and thereafter present how
translucent blockchains can help realize a diverse set of use cases.

3 TRANSLUCENT LEDGERS
As discussed in Section 2, tackling sensitive-disclosure scenarios
requires respecting the public interest of accessing partially confi-
dential information with time-based and negotiable disclosure capa-
bilities. We now argue that an adaption of well-known blockchain
architectures can satisfy these partially conflicting requirements.

Blockchain architectures are traditionally either permissionless or
permissioned. While anyone has write and read access to a permis-
sionless blockchain, a permissioned blockchain is used by a known
set of entitled parties with tunable policies for accessing block-
chain information [25]. The free-access nature of permissionless
blockchains renders satisfying the requirement for partial confiden-
tiality (Section 2) challenging. Even though access policies can be
realized by encrypting on-chain data [28], the need for fine-granular
and time-based access control would introduce a considerable over-
head regarding the key management [14]. Contrarily, permissioned
blockchains are typically deployed in the form of consortium block-
chains, which are only accessible by the agreed-upon consortium
members; hence, these blockchains cannot satisfy the warranted
public interest in the coordinated processes.

However, we observe that consortium blockchains can be slightly
adjusted as shown in Figure 1a to form translucent blockchains,
which can then satisfy the requirements imposed by sensitive-
disclosure scenarios. Namely, consortium members should also
accept data requests by non-members and respond according to
a dedicated outsider-access policy. The outsider-access policy has

two main components, (a) the age of the requested information and
(b) the requesting user’s role.

Via these two components, the consortium members can imple-
ment the fine-granular data access illustrated by Figure 1b. Con-
sortium members have full access to on-chain data and trust each
other to faithfully enforce the outsider-access policy, i.e., not leak
information to unauthorized parties. In Section 5, we outline tech-
nical measures a consortium can take when individual members are
not fully trustworthy. When an outsider requests information from
a consortium member, that request is only served if permitted by
the outsider-access policy, e.g., when enough time has passed such
that the requested information is not considered sensitive anymore.
If the requested information is still considered confidential, the user
may at most obtain aggregate information, such as the number of
ongoing confidential processes. A consortium can further operate
a translucent blockchain as a service to handle sensitive-disclosure
scenarios on behalf of third parties, such as responsible disclosure
of cybersecurity vulnerabilities (cf. Section 4.2). In this case, the
outsider-access policy must allow any party directly involved in
the disclosure process full access to all relevant information.

After having outlined the concept of translucent blockchains
with fine-grained access control, we next discuss related use cases.

4 USE CASES INVOLVING SENSITIVE
DISCLOSURES

We now illustrate the prevalence of sensitive-disclosure scenarios
as sub-problems in a diverse collection of use cases and outline
how translucent blockchains can help in their respective contexts.
These use cases involve document unsealing in general (Section 4.1),
documenting processes that require short-term confidentiality but
eventual accountability by the public (Section 4.2), and whistleblow-
ing situations (Section 4.3).

4.1 Document Unsealing
Governmental transparency is a major factor of democracies [17].
Hence, governments have to define processes to implement this
transparency. Due to the potential sensitivity of documents, gov-
ernments typically define expiration dates for the “classified” status
of those documents. For instance, the US by default declassify docu-
ments after 10 or 25 years depending on the documents’ sensitivity,
but also allow for more fine-grained control to shorten or prolong
this period if deemed necessary [1]. Similarly, the EU follows a
“thirty-year rule” as the default for declassification [8]; the prema-
ture declassification of documents may require consent from all
involved entities and may require a joint decision in cases where
the document’s originating department no longer exists [2].

As such, translucent blockchains serve as a fitting building block
to reliably digitize the process of document unsealing. Public users
may file requests to declassify a document immediately. Any request
can then be approved or denied via a joint vote of the consortium
members. Furthermore, the consortium members agree upfront on
a default period during which documents remain considered classi-
fied. This parameter is negotiable among the consortium members,
and so is the labeling of different documents. Hence, translucent
blockchain can also implement cases where documents have to
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remain classified for different durations. By releasing partial in-
formation, such as coarse meta information and statistics about
ongoing voting activities, the consortium members can further
increase the public’s confidence in the decision-making about re-
leasing or withholding information with a public interest.

Overall, translucent blockchains are a natural fit for document
unsealing. In the remainder of this section, we discuss that they
can also be applied in processes involving more complex roles.

4.2 Eventual Accountability
In Section 4.1, we outlined how governments could increase the
public’s trust by agreeing on timing policies regarding the declassifi-
cation of documents. In that scenario, the consortium members are
policymakers who oversee each other. Now, we discuss use cases
where consortium members are in charge of recording processes
involving third parties. As such, we discuss the applicability of
translucent blockchains to support police accountability processes
as well as responsible disclosures from the domain of cybersecurity.

Police Accountability.Maintaining a sufficient degree of trans-
parency to the public as well as entertaining processes for estab-
lishing accountability are crucial for modern democratic policing
agencies [13]. Policing agencies have to carefully gauge the ac-
ceptable level of transparency, as confidentiality breaches might
interfere with ongoing investigations. Hence, ensuring police ac-
countability constitutes another sensitive-disclosure scenario simi-
lar to document unsealing (cf. Section 4.1). In contrast to govern-
ments internally deciding whether to unseal documents, however,
police agencies are increasingly controlled by external oversight
bodies [13]. As such, the police agency must be assumed to act as
one of multiple oversight bodies who would act as consortiummem-
bers of a translucent blockchain for improving police accountability.
In this scenario, individual police officers become external users
who are involved with a subset of ongoing investigations; i.e., the of-
ficers require immediate access to related information whereas that
information is legitimately withheld from public users (cf. Figure 1).

Responsible Disclosure. Leaving the field of governmental
oversight, common best practices for disclosing cybersecurity vul-
nerabilities present another sensible-disclosure scenario: When
security researchers identify vulnerabilities, they have an interest
in quickly disseminating their findings to the public. Since such
immediate disclosure also exposes the vulnerabilities to attackers,
common vulnerability disclosure processes involve a confidentiality
period, a mutually agreed-upon grace period for software develop-
ers to patch the vulnerability before it becomes known to a wider
public [7]. Finding the right strategy for responsibly disclosing
exploitable vulnerabilities remains a challenging case-by-case task.

Translucent blockchains can support such processes, as the con-
sortium members can flexibly and selectively disclose information
to the public. For instance, immediately published meta information
may disclose the reporting entity and the affected software compo-
nents. This way, security researchers create a public and retrospec-
tively traceable trail of their disclosure process while confidentially
exchanging information with the affected software developers. Fur-
thermore, users of affected software components can be warned
early in severe cases that require immediate mitigation steps, such
as the 2021 Log4Shell vulnerability [9]. Finally, the consortium

members can set a deadline for fixing the vulnerability upfront and
disclose the full information after the deadline has passed or a fix
has been rolled out. In its NIS 2.0 directive [10], the EU requires
each of its member states to establish computer security incident
response teams (CSIRTs), who shall cooperate and act as trusted
intermediaries in a coordinated vulnerability disclosure. As such,
the federation of CSIRTs provides a natural candidate for consti-
tuting the consortium of a translucent blockchain dedicated to the
responsible disclosure of cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

In summary, translucent blockchains are promising for estab-
lishing eventual accountability where the reported data requires
temporary confidentiality. Next, we consider sensitive-disclosure
scenarios that also require reporter confidentiality.

4.3 Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing is a crucial tool for disclosing bad practices and
other issues within an otherwise collaborative environment, e.g., an
employee publishing covered-up information. Whistleblowing has
the explicit goal of informing an outside organization or the gen-
eral public and oftentimes seeks to enforce further investigations
using the generated public pressure [18]. At the same time, the
whistleblower intrinsically has to fear retribution as they violate
non-disclosure rules and affect their colleagues or collaborators.
Hence, whistleblowing platforms must be trusted to properly pro-
tect the whistleblower’s privacy while facilitating follow-up investi-
gations. In this section, we consider reporting scientific misconduct
and issues in supply chains as two exemplary sensitive-disclosure
scenarios related to whistleblowing and outline how translucent
blockchains can help in those scenarios.

Scientific Misconduct. If researchers note forms of scientific
misconduct, such as plagiarism or fabrication of research results,
they should report the matter to promote good scientific practice.
This reporting procedure constitutes a sensitive-disclosure scenario
similar to responsible vulnerability disclosure (cf. Section 4.2). How-
ever, where responsible vulnerability disclosure has a collaborative
nature to mitigate damage, reporting scientific misconduct is antag-
onistic in that one researcher accuses another. Furthermore, not all
scientific misconduct is immediately provable and hence requires
deliberation.

For instance, the German Research Foundation (DFG) defines its
rules of procedure for dealingwith scientificmisconduct [12], which
involves (a) confidential assessment of the report to substantiate its
claims, (b) initially withholding the accuser’s identity, (c) notifying
the accused researcher of the initial findings and giving them the
opportunity to defend themselves, and (d) a decision by vote among
a committee of researchers. Furthermore, the procedure allows for
consulting third parties in case their expertise is deemed necessary.

Translucent blockchains lend themselves to support this pro-
cedure where a federation of impartial research institutes may
constitute the operating consortium and the accusing and accused
researchers are considered involved parties with an asymmetric
view on the temporarily confidential deliberation process. Hence,
a translucent blockchain holds the potential for increasing the ac-
countability of deliberation processes for deciding on scientific
misconduct and further promote good scientific practice.
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Supply Chain Management. Global supply chains continue
to face serious issues such as forced labor or child labor; hence,
regulators seek to increase the transparency of supply chains with
debatable results [15]. In such scenarios, whistleblowers can play
an important role in effectively unearthing unethical practices [20].
However, the whistleblower may fear retribution from their em-
ployer and thus require a platform to confidentially report their
observations. A translucent blockchain can again support this
sensitive-disclosure scenario by establishing a consortium of trusted
oversight bodies and NGOs. Via the translucent blockchain, the con-
sortiummembers can confidentially handle any reports and prepare
an action, e.g., intensified auditing or a lawsuit, while selectively
informing directly as well as indirectly affected companies within
the supply chain without tipping off the investigated company. Due
to the delayed release of the full information, the consortium can
prove to the public that they enforce ethical supply chain practices.

In this section, we observed that translucent blockchains can
support a wide range of sensitive-disclosure scenarios involving
increasingly antagonistic external parties. However, enforcing the
required fine-granular access policy relies on consortium members
to be trustworthy and impartial. In the next section, we briefly
discuss additional technical measures that can harden translucent
blockchains against misconduct by individual consortium members.

5 POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED SECURITY
In the base framework for translucent blockchains we outlined in
Section 3, we assumed that consortium members and reporting
entities (e.g., whistleblowers) are trustworthy. In this section, we
outline potential violations of these assumptions as well as available
building blocks for addressing these issues.

Information Leakage. The blockchain’s underlying access pol-
icy toward external parties must be enforced by all consortium
members. As all consortium members have full access to all block-
chain data (cf. Figure 1b), a single member could violate the policy
and leak confidential data to unauthorized external parties. Here,
building blocks from the domain of threshold cryptography [11],
e.g., based on Shamir’s secret sharing [21], promise to limit the
data accessible by individual consortium members. Using thresh-
old cryptography, a reporter can submit information confidentially
such that the consortium members have to jointly decrypt that data.
While any data required during deliberation processes must be
unsealed and is susceptible to leakage thereafter, threshold cryptog-
raphy can help protect especially sensitive and only conditionally
disclosed information. For instance, deliberation processes may
require to know a whistleblower’s identity to assess the credibility
of their claim in exceptional cases, but their identity may remain
secret in most of the cases.

Improper Responses. Consortium members may refuse to an-
swer external users’ requests to access information or return false
responses. The distributed nature of a translucent blockchain al-
ready mitigates the impact of single uncooperative consortium
members, as users can contact any member with their request.
However, external users have no intrinsic means to verify the cor-
rectness of a response they receive. As one solution to this problem,
the consortium members can publish all block headers without
restriction and enable external users to validate the response using

Merkle proofs [26], i.e., allow them to verify that the returned record
is indeed recorded on the blockchain. Alternatively, the user can
send their request to multiple consortium members simultaneously
and identify false responses using majority voting [27].

Report Modification. Finally, a consortium member might at-
tempt to alter a received report to interfere with the reporting user’s
intent or even harm them. The underlying translucent blockchain
resolves any equivocation attempts by consortium members as part
of the consensus algorithm. However, a consortium member can
alter a report when initially contacted by the external user and
prior to relaying it to other consortium members. Especially in sce-
narios that require reporter anonymity, a consortium member can
try to impersonate the reporting user. To increase their confidence
of correct report dissemination within the consortium, the user
can make use of reliable broadcast primitives [6] to ensure that all
consortium members, or a sufficiently large subset thereof, received
the report as intended.

Hence, translucent blockchains hold further potential for future
improvements that increase their utility in the face of individual
untrustworthy consortium members.

6 RELATEDWORK
Previous research efforts have considered the potential of block-
chain technology transparently disclosing information related to
increasingly complex processes.

Early on, notary services were established on top of Bitcoin to
enable users to record cryptographic hash values on-chain to prove
that they owned the document at the time the hash value was in-
cluded on the blockchain [5]. While providing a potential basis for
scenarios such as document unsealing or responsible vulnerability
disclosure (cf. Section 4.2), notary services rely on the document
owner to disclose their ownership. A translucent blockchain trans-
fers control over the disclosure process to the consortium members,
limiting the negative impact of uncooperative involved users.

Multiple works acknowledged that blockchains can help medi-
ate the process of vulnerability disclosures. For instance, related
work has proposed to establish blockchain-based bug bounty pro-
grams to ensure a fair compensation of reporting users [3, 16]. How-
ever, using a traditional blockchain model remains unsatisfactory
when handling sensitive information about security vulnerabilities.
Badash et al. [3] rely on a permissioned blockchain and encrypted
on-chain exchanges, which promotes confidentiality but negates
the potential public interest and does not fully seize the mediation
potential offered by the blockchain-operating consortium members.
Conversely, Hoffman et al. [16] proposed to operate a bug bounty
program on top of Ethereum as a permissionless blockchain and
IPFS. As details are only released to IPFS after fixing the reported
bug, this approach is not applicable in nuanced cases of responsible
vulnerability disclosure, such as the selective release of informa-
tion about Log4Shell (cf. Section 4.2). More closely related to our
envisioned approach, Lisi et al. [19] propose to effectively model
translucent blockchains by establishing a private blockchain among
trusted authorities and writing data to a public blockchain using
an inter-blockchain bridge.

Supporting whistleblowers was another area of interest of block-
chain researchers [22, 24]. However, these approaches focus on
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protecting the dissemination of whistleblowing files and the ac-
cuser’s anonymity. Here, using a translucent blockchain allows
for more control when handling accusations in scenarios where a
trustworthy consortium that acts as an intermediary and will not
censor the whistleblower can be identified.

Finally, blockchain systems were proposed to provide account-
ability in the context of supply chains [4, 23], but these approaches
focus on accountable tracking and tracing procedures instead of
confidentially reporting ethical concerns.

Hence, we are confident that the concept of translucent block-
chains provides a valuable addition to the toolkit for addressing
sensitive-disclosure scenarios.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we identified sensitive-disclosure scenarios as conflict-
ridden situations where data disclosure is of a wider public interest,
but uncontrolled disclosure may inflict serious harm. Different
sensitive-disclosure scenarios range from governmental unseal-
ing of previously confidential over the responsible disclosure of
security vulnerabilities to whistleblowing activities. We proposed
translucent blockchains as a technical building block for supporting
sensitive-disclosure scenarios by allowing the consortium members
of an otherwise permissioned blockchain to selectively disclose in-
formation to external users based on an agreed-upon access policy.
We are eager to explore additional use cases and challenges of this
building block in future work.
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